Monday, 1 November, 2021, 16:00 BST, via MS Teams

Dr Steven Acabado (UCLA): Decolonizing the Past, Empowering the Future: Communities and Archaeological Practice in the Philippines

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3addac5791b79845dab0134048d20aeb21%40thread.tacv2/1633344502684?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22%ce%95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2285db08ca-e992-4803-9c1b-0fb888a583ab%22%7d

Monday, 8 November, 2021, 16:00 GMT, via MS Teams

Prof. Robert Arnott (Oxford): Malaria, Sickle Cell Disease and the Harappan Civilisation, 2600-1900 BC

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3addac5791b79845dab0134048d20aeb21%40thread.tacv2/1633345034184?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22%ce%95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2285db08ca-e992-4803-9c1b-0fb888a583ab%22%7d

Monday, 15 November, 2021, 11:00 GMT, via MS Teams

Dr James Flexner (The University of Sydney): The Rise of Anarchist Archaeologies: What’s the Big Deal?

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3addac5791b79845dab0134048d20aeb21%40thread.tacv2/1633345164060?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22%ce%95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2285db08ca-e992-4803-9c1b-0fb888a583ab%22%7d

Monday, 22 November, 2021, 16:00 GMT, via MS Teams

Dr Veronica Walker-Vadillo (University of Helsinki): The Boat and the Plough: Environmental Context, Traditional Ecological Knowledge, and the Interpretation of Archaeological Sites in the Lower Mekong River Basin

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3addac5791b79845dab0134048d20aeb21%40thread.tacv2/1633345164060?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22%ce%95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2285db08ca-e992-4803-9c1b-0fb888a583ab%22%7d
Time and Place TBD

Prof. Dame Jessica Rawson (Oxford): *Horses from the Steppe: A Major Factor in Success in Warfare in Early China*

Time and Place TBD

Prof. Mark Pollard (Oxford): *The FLAME Project (preliminary title)*